Nationally Designated Important Intangible
Folk Cultural Property

“Taasobi” in Itabashi City

In the past, there were many paddy fields in Itabashi City, where people cultivate grains such as rice
and wheat.
“Taasobi” is a traditional art to pray for abundant grains and the prosperity of descendants.
Mainly three performers consist of “Oinamoto” as a leader, “Koinamoto” and “Kuwadori” as assistants.
The performers play out the situation of rice farming for a year by singing and acting for approximately
two hours.
Imagine the situation of performance of rice farming though watching the performances’ action.
You can enjoy watching “Taasobi” at any of the following two shrines, which has unique features and
differs in songs and actions.
Reservation is not required. Feel free to visit directly on that day.
*“Taasobi” in 2021 will be held privately due to the influence of COVID-19. Therefore, please
refrain from watching.

1.Tokumarukitano-jinja

Address: 6-43-3 Tokumaru, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo
(20-minute walk from “Tobu Nerima Station” on the
Tobu Tojo Line or “Takashimadaira Station” on the
Mita Line)

“Taasobi” at Tokumarukitano-jinja starts at 6:00 p.m. on February 11 every year.

It has been held since the shrine was built in 995. Thereafter, it continues without rest.
Contents Play out the situation of rice farming for a year in the following order.
①

Check the number of Naedoko (seed beds (plots to spread and grow seeds)).

②

Use Kuwa (a hoe (a tool for dipping up the soil))to smooth rice fields. After then, smooth
the rice fields by a cow pulling the tool.

③

Spread seeds.

④

Chase away birds that ruin the rice fields. Check the situation of seedling growth.

⑤

Dip up the rice fields and add fertilizer.

⑥
⑦

Perform a symbolic ritual for praying seedlings and children’s growth. “Kuwadori” lifts
highly a boy called “Saotome.” “Oinamoto” and “Koinamoto” fan the boy with a round fan.
Do a dance to express lunch break for farm work. After then, continue several dances to
pray for abundant grains.

⑧

Get rid of lowland weeds. Check the rice fields to confirm the growth.

⑨

Harvest/pile up rice plants. Finally, say words to celebrate abundant grains with clapping
hands.

2. Akatsukasuwa-jinja

Address: 11-1 Daimon, Itabashi-ku,
Tokyo (15-minute walk from “ShinTakashimadaira Station” on the Mita
Line)

“Taasobi” at Akatsukasuwa-jinja starts at 7:00 p.m. on February 13 every
year.
The details when it started is not known. However, it is written in a late18th-century book.
After “Mikoshitogyo” (a portable shrine leaves the shrine and goes around the
village), perform “Kuji-no-Mai,” etc. After then, return to the “Keidai” (precincts (on
Contents
the premises of the shrine)) and play out the situation of rice farming for a year in
the following order.
Check the number of Naedoko (seed beds (plots to spread and grow seeds)).
①
Use Kuwa (a hoe (a tool for dipping up the soil)) to smooth rice fields. After then, smooth
②
the rice fields by a tool named “Oashi.”
③
Spread seeds.
④
⑤

Give water to the seedlings. Chase away birds that ruin the rice fields.
Dip up the rice fields. Smooth the rice fields by a cow pulling the tool.

⑥

A person having a lunch box appears. After then, a dancing married couple appears.

⑦

Plant seedlings in the rice fields. Chase away birds that ruin the rice fields.

⑧
⑨

Get rid of lowland weeds. Check the rice fields to confirm the growth.
Harvest rice plants. Finally, admire the rice plants and enter them in a warehouse.

